
Tracking the CO2 footprint is challenging - especially in complex production networks distributed 
over many locations. A complete, tamper-proof, and inherently consistent record is essential. 
National and international legislation increasingly prescribes sustainability reporting. Consumers 
expect credible efforts to protect the climate. CO2 management is quickly moving to the top of the 
top management agenda. But at the same time, there is hardly any other area that much affected 
by the lack of transparency and methodology, inaccurate and incomplete data, and low-
performance technology.

Energy consumption based on electricity, gas or any other sources is the main source of CO2 
emissions. Combining energy metering and knowledge of the energy mix with manufacturing data 
allows the calculation of carbon footprints down to a specific product, production line or business 
division. The ARXUM Suite provides based on a blockchain back-end cutting edge technology to 
realize a holistic solution.

 Immutable, Compliant, Efficient -  
 Next Generation CO2 Footprint Tracking 

ARXUM® SUITE MODULES 
ARXUM’s tracing module can 
aggregate and relate data from 
different sources for a composite 
view or analysis purposes. 
ARXUM’s tracking module provides 
immutable documentation of 
events, values and documents, with 
time-stamped proof of originality. 
ARXUM’s tokenizing module allows 
for digitisation of physical assets 
into transferable tokens.

A Smart Contract calculates CO2 values based on energy consumption data. Each ton of CO2 
emitted corresponds to one digital token. These tokens can be stored, counted and transferred. 
They are traceable back to their origin and provide transparency throughout their entire history. 

ARXUM® SMART CONTRACTS 
The use of blockchain-based smart contracts allows for fully automated algorithms and prevents 
fraud through an immutable chain of evidence down to the data sources. Metrics and calculations 
are executed by the smart contract and provide ultimate trust to any further peer along the value 
chain.

Turn your sustainability reporting into a competitive advantage!

Track your Carbon Footprint through a holistic chain of evidence



Digitize your supply chain & secure provenance information 
through blockchain powered Traceability services by ARXUM® 

TRACK YOUR CO2 PRODUCTION AS EFFICIENT 
AS A MATERIAL STREAM

Project Greenback is building 
the world's most advanced 
industrial waste recycling 
management platform for 
plastic packaging based on 
ARXUM’s blockchain based 
tracking infrastructure.

Plastic material (pouches or SKUs) are 
captured by imaging system in recycling 
centre, footage is digitally secured on 
blockchain. 

Exact plastic weight and type are 
identified through AI. For each batch of 
Naphtha output the exact input material 
composition is recorded. 

Each kilogram of plastic is digitized as 
blockchain token. Material conversion 
into Naphtha oil is automatically 
documented through smart contracts. 

Material token balances are tracked 
down the value chain until polymeres are 
used for new packaging materials.  

Tokens serve as certificate of origin and 
recycling to customers. Immutable 
tracking is maintained until the material 
is sold and leaves the system. 
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CUSTOMER STORY: GREENBACK

BENEFITS

Deep Holistic 
Supply Chain Digitisation
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